Level set methods are used to determine the reachable set for a given time domain. In the aerospace industry level set methods are used to determine for example flight envelopes. A new level set method is presented which uses interval analysis to give guaranteed bounds on the solution. Unlike the current grid-based methods the new method does not use a grid and has a lower computation complexity. The guaranteed bounds are a product of using interval analysis. Both an inner and outer bound can be derived. The time step and accuracy are easily controlled by the user and can be automatically adapted during processing. Initial tests show that the new method provides accurate solutions and does so using lower computational loads. The new method is tested on a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional test bed, showing that correct outer bounds of the reachable sets can be computed.
I. Introduction
Flight safety is of utmost importance for all stakeholders in aviation. A majority (59%) of (fatal) aircraft accidents in a ten year period from 1997-2006 was associated with Loss-of-Control (LOC). 1 One definition for LOC is that the (auto)pilot is not able to return to the normal flight envelope from the current flight condition; the Safe Flight Envelope (SFE) is exceeded. Derivation of the SFE is important for all aircraft, since LOC accidents happen to general aviation, military and scheduled transport aircraft. 2 For undamaged aircraft the SFE can be approximated using flight testings. However, when an aircraft sustains damage during flight, the SFE will generally shrink and/or shift. Knowledge of the SFE is therefore even more important for aircraft with failures, since the performance limits have changed and the guidelines and limits in effect for the nominal aircraft are inadequate.
An effective method to prevent LOC accidents is envelope protection, prohibiting the aircraft from entering potentially dangerous parts of the flight envelope. The SFE can be defined as the set of states that can be reached from the set of all trim states and can also reach a trim, or equilibrium, state within finite time. Determining the SFE is not a trivial problem given the complex nature of aircraft dynamics.
One method of checking safety is by simulation of a single trajectory of the system at a time. However, for systems with many different state values and input signals this would be far too computationally expensive. Even for a few million simulations, important but isolated trajectories that lead to unsafe states can be easily missed. A possible solution for this is the computation of reachable sets. Reachable sets are a way of capturing the behavior of entire groups of trajectories at once. In Ref. 3 a combination of reachability and region of attraction analysis is used to assess the flight envelope for a generic transport aircraft model. Region of attraction is also applied in Ref. 4 by solving a Sum-of-Squares (SOS) relaxation. A popular method to describe a set of continuous states is called the implicit surface representation. Level set methods 5 are a collection of numerical techniques for evolving implicit surfaces according to underlying flow fields. Their governing equations are Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) partial differential equations (PDE). Polytopic approximations of the reachable set using level set methods for linear games are presented in Ref. 6 . Reachable set theory is applied to linear parameter varying systems in Ref. 7 Unfortunately these methods do not readily extend to general nonlinear systems. More general nonlinear systems are considered by Refs. 8-10 which use level set methods to solve evolution of the reachable set through a HJ PDE. An excellent MATLAB c level set toolbox has been developed by Mitchell. 11 An inner and outer approximation of capture basins using interval analysis is proposed in Ref. 12 . However, as noted by the others, this method requires a large number of bisections for accurate approximations and even more bisections for small target sets.
In this paper an alternative method is presented to compute approximations of the reachable set based on the level set HJ PDE. Using interval arithmetic 13 this PDE can be evaluated on boxes in the domain, evolving the boundary of reachable set. Using this method, guaranteed over-and under-approximations of the reachable set can be computed for nonlinear systems, not necessarily affine in the input and disturbances. Input and disturbance signals and their constraints are handled inherently by the interval arithmetic. Furthermore the time step and accuracy of the method are easily controlled by the user. Other examples of the application of interval analysis to aerospace related problems are for example: finding trim-points for nonlinear aircraft models, 14 pilot model identification, 15 integer ambiguity resolution for aircraft attitude determination, 16, 17 spacecraft re-entry optimization 18 and fuel optimization for constrained spacecraft formation rotations.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section II problem of reachable set determination is reformulated as the solution of a Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs PDE. Section III gives a brief introduction and description of interval arithmetic. The new method based on IA to obtain an approximate solution of the problem described in Section II is discussed in Section IV. Numerical results for a number of examples are presented in Section V. Finally, in Section VI conclusions are drawn and future research directions are indicated.
II. Level set theory
This section first introduces implicit interface descriptions. Then, using this concept, partial differential equations are derived which evolve the implicit interface in time according to the system dynamics.
A. Implicit Functions
In one spatial dimension, the real line can be divided into three distinct pieces, using the points at x = −1 and x = 1. Three intervals are defined as (−∞, −1), (−1, 1) and (1, ∞) as three subdomains. The part Ω − = (−1, 1) will be referred to as the inside part of the domain, and Ω + = (−∞, −1) ∪ (1, ∞) as the outside part. The border between the inside and outside consists of the two points ∂Ω = {−1, 1}, and is defined as the interface. Thus, in one spatial dimension the inside and outside regions are one-dimensional, while the interface is zero-dimensional. More generally, in R n , subdomains are n−dimensional, while the interface has dimension n − 1.
In an explicit representation of the interface, all segments belonging to the interface are explicitly defined, as in the example in one dimension above. An alternative description is the implicit definition of the interface as an isocontour of some function. For example, the zero isocontour of the function φ(x) = |x| − 1 is the set of all points where φ(x) = 0. Figure 1 shows this implicit description of the boundary ∂Ω. Note that the function φ(x) is defined over the whole domain, while the interface, or isocontour, is defined in one dimension lower. An implicit interface representation might seem wasteful, however this representation allows the use of very powerful tools for reachable set computation.
B. Reachable Sets
Level set methods add dynamics to implicitly defined surface descriptions. Consider a dynamical systeṁ
where 0 ≤ t f < ∞, x ∈ R n is the state, u ∈ U ⊂ R m is the control input, d ∈ D ⊂ R p is the disturbance input, S 0 = {x : S(x) ≤ 0} is an initial set of states, and T = {x : T (x) ≤ 0} is a target set of states. The function f is assumed to be Lipschitz. The spaces of admissible control input and disturbance input trajectories are denoted as the spaces of the piecewise continuous functions U = u(·) ∈ P C 0 |u(t) ∈ U, 0 ≤ t ≤ t f , and
The forwards and backwards reachable sets, illustrated in Fig. 2 , of the system (1) are defined as follows. Definition II.1 (Forwards Reachable Set). The forward reachable set S(τ ) at time τ (0 < τ ≤ t f ) of the system (1) from the initial set S 0 , is the set of all states x(τ ), such that there exists a control input
, of the system (1) from the target set T 0 , is the set of all states x(τ ), such that there exists a control input It has been shown that there is a connection between the computation of the forwards (backwards) reachable set and a dynamic optimization problem. 20, 21 The forward reachable set of the dynamical system (1) at time τ (0 ≤ τ ≤ t f ) is shown to be
where φ f (x, τ ) is a viscosity solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs (HJI) partial differential equation
with φ(x, 0) = S(x). Therefore, the forward reachable set of the system (1) is the zero sublevel set of the solution to the HJI equation (3) . Similarly the backwards reachable set is defined as the zero sublevel set at
Using the forwards reachable set S(t f ) and backwards reachable sets T (t b ), a safe maneuvering set can be defined as the set
This set is illustrated in Fig. 3 . This set represents the part of the state space which can be reached from a given initial set, and also can return to this initial set. In the case of flight envelope protection, one can think of the initial/target set as a given trim point, or the set of trim conditions. Figure 3 . The safe maneuvering set is defined as the intersection between the forwards and backwards reachable set for a given target set.
III. Interval analysis
Interval analysis is the theory dealing with interval numbers and the arithmetic operations on them [13, 22] Interval arithmetic contains the same operands as ordinary arithmetic such as the basic computational operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division:
The core of interval analysis is to use interval arithmetic to form an inclusion function [f ( [x] )] of any function f (x). This property of interval arithmetic follows from the inclusion function theorem given by R.E. Moore [13, 23] : Proof. For the proof of this theorem the reader is directed to [23] .
If we take [x]
′ n to be the crisp numbers x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n and apply the theorem, then we obtain:
for
. It states that if the input variables lie within the corresponding intervals, interval arithmetic can be used to produce guaranteed bounds on the crisp function output
An important aspect is the following: if f (x) is a real rational expression in which each variable x i occurs only once and only to the first power, then the function evaluation with interval variables bounds the function f (x) tightly over the set of intervals [
This is a direct consequence of the properties of interval arithmetic. However, when an interval parameter occurs more than once the bounds on the function output can become non-
IV. Interval analysis based level set method
Whenever a new method is being developed it should have advantages over existing methods. To this end, the goal in this paper is to develop a level set method which can provide guaranteed bounds on the reachable set. Moreover, the method must be easy to implement and be applicable to higher dimensional, non-linear, and non-affine problems. Using the inclusion theorem given in the previous section, one can produce guaranteed bounds on the solution as will be shown in this section. To keep the complexity of the method low, the level set function itself is approximated using a linear interpolation technique. In the following section, the new method is given for the case of a one-dimensional problem. First, the method for determining the guaranteed outer bound on the true solution is given (section A). Thereafter, in section B, the method for determining a guaranteed inner bound of the solution is presented. The proposed method is applicable to non-linear non-affine systems. The ideas and aspects presented for the one-dimensional problems are used to construct a solver for higher dimensional problems. First the two-dimensional problem (section C) is discussed before presenting the solver for n-dimensional problems (section D). The discussions in this section concern forward reachable sets. The case of backwards reachable sets is trivial using the same method proposed in this section.
A. Guaranteed outer bound
As given in section II, the forward reachable set of the dynamical system (1) at time
The following theorem based on the previous relations and the inclusion theorem shows that a guaranteed outer approximation can be formed. 
providing guaranteed outer bounds.
Proof. The function ϕ(x, τ ) has a lower bound which can be derived for domain x ∈ [x], t ∈ [t] according to:
ϕ(x, τ ) is the solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs (HJI) partial differential equation 3. This relation can be used to determine the partial derivative of the function ϕ(x, τ ) with respect to time:
Using the inclusion theorem III.1 one can obtain guaranteed bounds on the partial derivative with respect to time:
A guaranteed lower value for the partial derivative can thus be set to:
Substitution in equation 15 yields the end result.
Theorem IV.1 provides an upper bound on the partial derivative of ϕ with respect to time. This means that any value of this partial derivative below the given upper bound provides a valid outer bound on the reachable set. To have a unique solution one must add a constraint or cost function which must be selected such that the estimated outer bound on the reachable set is as close as possible to the actual bounds of the reachable set. One possibility is to use the following cost function:
When trying to minimize the negative volume of the level set estimate one will drive the ϕ values up which effectively minimizes the domain where ϕ is negative. This will minimize the reachable set and together with the given constraint, the optimization scheme which maximizes the cost function will provide a guaranteed outer bound estimate on the reachable set. Other cost function descriptions are possible which might result in a tighter outer bound fit. The latter is subject to further research. For all cost functions it holds that the sharpness of the outer bound depends on the parameterization method.
The approximation of the level set function must be selected such that the directional derivatives and the cost function are easily computed. In light of using interval analysis it is beneficial to have an approximation method which allows the computation of the previous functions without dependency. For these reasons a linear approximation method is selected (see figure 4):
For this function the directional derivatives are very simple: (21) and the cost function becomes: where n is the problem dimensionality (number of states). Note that in both the derivatives, as in the cost function, the dependent variables occur only once meaning that the obtained bounds are tight (see section III). Moreover, the partial derivatives are constant over the entire domain. This eases the validation of the border constraint (eq 3) and means that the entire surface can be fixed using (n + 2) coefficients: c 0 , c t , c i i = 1, 2, ..., n. In the remaining text of this section the principle is explained using the given approximation method and regarding a one-dimensional problem, i.e. n = 1.
Using the given level set function definition, the partial derivative of ϕ with respect to time becomes:
where the knowledge of having crisp coefficients and crisp ∆t, ∆x is used. There are several observations to be made at this time:
1. c 1 + c 0 must be larger than zero otherwise the entire domain ∆x at t = 0 is reachable ϕ < 0.
2. c t must be as large as possible to minimize the cost function
Using the previous conclusions one can rewrite the constraint:
At this point the sign of ∆x and ∆t determine whether the infimum or supremum of [f ] must be selected to compute the coefficient value c t :
wheren is equal to the normal vector of the border andt is the normalized direction of time (t = 1 for forward in time,t = −1 for backward in time). Substituting the relation for c t into the cost function:
In the previous relation the value of c 0 is fixed by the definition of the level set function at t = 0. Assuming that the domain (∆x, ∆t) is chosen such that the corner lies at the border, the value of c 0 must be equal to zero. What remains is a cost function which is only dependent on the values of c i , ∆t, and ∆x 1 :
There are three test cases:
A < 0 The cost function is minimized if c 1 is minimized. Since c 1 must be positive the optimal value will be zero. As explained before the zero value is not feasible therefore A must be zero or positive
The cost function is zero independent of the choice of c 1 .
A > 0 The cost function is minimal if c 1 is maximal. Since no conditions are specified for c 1 other than being positive, the value can be set to c max which is defined by the user. The previous three cases can be graphically represented (see figure 5 ). If A > 0 it can have two causes:
i.e. cost function is positive regardless of ∆x, ∆t values, or the selected ∆x is too large. The first option means that the border does not grow in the direction of ∆x but actually shrinks. This means that one can either keep the border stationary or try to compute the retreat of the border. In this paper the assumption is made that the border will always grow or remain stationary. In case the border grows less than ∆x (option has to be reevaluated possibly leading to tighter results (as explained for the case A > 0).
The previous discussion shows that the values of ∆t and ∆x can be automatically adapted depending on the value of A. This means that the solver can automatically take the largest time step ∆t max (set by the user) if the EOM values, i.e. [f ], are small and the solver can take smaller steps elsewhere, which is a large advantage of this method. For the one dimensional problems a possible solver for determining a guaranteed outer bound of the solution is given in table 1. In the next section a solver for the inner bound of the solution is presented. 
B. Guaranteed inner bound
The solver for the outer bound approximation is generic in the sense that all types of EOM can be handled. To be able to determine a guaranteed inner bound one has to be able to determine the control parameter values which causes the border to grow at the highest rate. Looking at the border constraint from the theory of the level sets:
one can state that the guaranteed inner bound is obtained when the following constraint is met:
Implementing the latter constraint will ensure, using theorem III.1, that the level set function will be decreased minimally leading to a minimal growth of the reachable set. The problem with the given constraint is that one has to determine the control action which causes the maximal border growth. If the EOM are non-linear this might be difficult.
Similar to the previous section one can use the linear approximation method to obtain a guaranteed inner bound. The cost function however must be inverted to match the goal, i.e. the cost function must resemble the fact that the reachable set must be as large as possible:
Substituting the selected approximation method one obtains:
Following the same analogy given in the previous section and assuming one-dimensional problems one obtains for the value of c t :
The control parameter value which maximizes the given (tnf ([x] , u, t)) term is denoted u * from this point onward. To minimize the cost function the value of c t must be minimal:
Inserting the result in the cost function one obtains:
The conclusion regarding the value of A and the subsequent situation as given in figure 5 holds for this case also. The solver for the guaranteed inner bound, see table 3, is therefore similar to the solver for the outer bounds (table 1) . The solver presented in table 3 contains the optimization problem of finding u * . A special case for which the optimization problem can easily be solved is when the system is affine in the control, i.e.:
If the EOM are non-affine in the control input, as they in general are, then Taylor Models 24-27 can be used to transform them to an affine system: , u, t)).
Compute the value of
THEN the border cannot grow any further, set border at t = t cur +t|∆t| to x b 1 (t cur ). If the EOM are time independent, then the border remains equal until the final time, set |∆t| = |t f − t cur | (no processing needed) GOTO 8 END. 6 IF A > 0 THEN perform contraction phase (see table 4 ). GOTO 8 END 7
IF t new ≥ t f THEN end solver END 10 Set t cur = t new GOTO 1. The bounds generated by using a Taylor Model might be non-tight due to dependency and other solvers for finding u * might possibly find tighter bounds. However, the indicated method of using Taylor Model to make the system affine is always applicable. From the previous discussion one can conclude that the proposed method in combination with Taylor Model theory constitutes a generic method applicable to non-linear nonaffine systems. The theory of interval analysis gives the proposed method the capability to always provide a guaranteed outer bound and a guaranteed inner bound for any given problem.
C. New method applied to two-dimensional problems
A method is as valuable as its applicability: in theory and in implementation. In the case of level set application, the new method must be applicable to higher dimensional problems. In this section the theory given in the previous section is extended to two-dimensional problems before extending it to general ndimensional problems. Two-dimensional problems are chosen to facilitate the explanation of the method for higher dimensions since the solution can still be graphically represented. The method given in this section is a result of optimizing for ease of implementation and sharpness of guaranteed bounds.
Transformation to the q domain
The border constraint given in equation 13 can be used to solve for one unknown variable. The cost function itself yields another constraint leading to enough conditions to determine the unknown for two dimensions. When trying to determine the reachable set for higher dimensional problems one has to either add constraints/conditions to solve for the additional unknowns or reduce higher dimensional problems to one-dimensional problems. In this paper the authors have opted for the second approach: reducing dimensionality. The idea is to determine the growth of the set border in the direction of the normal vectorn (see figure  6(a) ). Theorem IV.1 guarantees that the computed border growth in the direction ofn is an outer bound on the true solution for any point on the set border. Since points behind the set border cannot grow beyond it, the new border is a guaranteed outer bound for the domain behind the border and within [x] (gray surface in figure 6(b) ). The computation of the border growth in direction ofn can be performed by applying the coordinate transformation:
After the coordinate transformation the border growth can be determined in terms of the new coordinate q.
Applying the coordinate transformation to the border constraint one obtains:
which constitutes a one-dimensional problem (one state q, and time t) as presented in the previous sections A and B. The key aspect, which must be applied in order to guarantee the result, is that the final border (computed using ∆q see figure 6 (b)) must lie within the domain of [x] enclosing the initial border and the new border, see figure 6 (b). If ∆x 1 , ∆x 2 , andn are given, then the maximal ∆q can be computed. The final result for the border can be computed using the solvers given in section A and B.
Guaranteed closed reachable set
One particularly important aspect is that the border for time t = t 0 + ∆t, given the border for t = t 0 , must be a closed set. If one implements the method displayed in figure 6 for the entire border starting with a square around the reachable set, then one can end up with the situation represented in figure 7(a) . The placement and size of the evaluation boxes [x] is very important. To guarantee that a closed reachable set is found for which the new border is a guaranteed outer approximation, the evaluation boxes [x] must be selected large enough (see figure 7(b) ). If [x] is chosen correctly, then the new borders intersect and the new outer bound estimate can be derived. 
Solver
In this paper the approach for solving two-dimensional problems is followed, as presented in figure 8 . The user defines the values of ∆x i , and provides the initial set S 0 (either as a inequality constraint or a given domain). For the given initial set, one defines the boxes on the border (gray boxes) and which boxes are fully inside the initial set (green boxes). Next comes the propagation step in which the gray boxes are evaluated resulting in the blue domains (the green boxes do not have to be processed). Given the blue domains one can determine which grid cells are fully contained by the estimated outer approximation of the reachable set The given approach is based on rectangles which eases the computation of the normal vectors and subsequent evaluation boxes. Per rectangle [X] there will be 2 * N dim evaluation boxes, 2 evaluation boxes per dimension. The first evaluation box for dimension i is given by:
where the subscript denotes the dimension within box [L] and the subscript i 1 denotes the first box for dimension i. The formulas for the second box for dimension i are:
Note that the normal vector is very simple and that the evaluation boxes can thus be easily determined. For a two-dimensional problem one would obtain a total of four evaluation boxes:
corresponding to the situation given in figure 7(b) .
The grid is only used to keep track of the domains which are guaranteed to be included in the reachable set estimate [Ŝ] . Only the boxes containing a part of the border are evaluated making the new method an non-gridded approach. The method uses a list of convex boxes which represent the (possibly) nonconvex reachable set. By using convex boxes the theorem on closed set holds and the new border can be approximated. The grid is used to cut the new boxes if needed and a new list of convex boxes is defined for the next time step.
Given the ∆x and ∆t values one can determine (according to solvers for the one-dimensional case, section A) the maximal ∆t per evaluation box. Note that variable ∆t steps per evaluation box are permitted and can dramatically decrease the computational load, it is reserved for future research. The individual steps in the solver are given in table 5. Note that one must be careful to select the proper one dimensional solver. In case that the computed ∆q is negative then a new evaluation box must be derived (step 6). This evaluation box will have a normal vector directed inward and a new definition of the evaluation box is required. Note that is a box is redefined and reevaluated due to a negative ∆q, then the one-dimensional solver must be inner (outer) bound solver in case one wants to derive and outer (inner) approximation.
D. N-dimensional problems
The solver given in the previous section can be easily extended to the n-dimensional case. The solver given in table 5 does not change.
V. Simulation results
To validate the proposed reachable set approximation scheme, two different examples are presented. The algorithm discussed is implemented in MATLAB c 2008b, with the use of the INTLAB toolbox for interval computations.
28 First of all a simple one-dimensional example is considered to show the evolution of the reachable set over time. Secondly, a double integrator example is used. This can be considered as the first and recompute the desired ∆q using the fixed minimal time step (contraction phase). Perform this contraction phase until decrease in ∆q is lower than the user defined threshold for all boxes. 8 Using the propagated boxes, determine which domains specified in the grid are fully enclosed [Y ] and which contain a part of the new border [X]. 9 Set t cur = t cur + ∆t IF t cur < t f GOTO 3 ELSE end solver. real system test since a double integrator can be interpreted as the movement of an object subject to some force. For both examples the analytical reachability solutions are known, therefore the method presented above can be compared with the true reachable set solutions.
A. Low pass filter
This example is used to show the effect of step size on the outer and inner bounds of the solution. The dynamics of the system are:ẋ
Using the proposed method one obtains the results given in figure 9 . The first conclusion is that the bounds correctly enclose the true solution: errors for the inner bounds are always negative and the errors for the outer bounds are always positive. Moreover, one can see that the outer approximation quickly converges to the true solution while the inner approximation requires far smaller ∆x to reach the same accuracy. The conclusion that the inner bound is more difficult to determine is also valid for higher dimensional problems as will be shown next. 
B. Double Integrator
The double integrator dynamics are written aṡ
where x ∈ R 2 , and u ∈ U is the control input. Applying the proposed method to find the outer approximation with the setting ∆x max = 0.01 for both dimensions and ∆t max = 1 (basically letting the dynamics determine the time step using ∆x max ) for time domain t = [0, 1] one obtains the results given in figure 10 .
As one can see the outer bound corrected bound the true solution. Especially the outer bound for which the flow f is directed outward (i.e. region x 1 < 0, x 2 < 0 and x 1 > 0, x 2 > 0) are tightly bounded. The plots show that the proposed method can indeed be extended to higher dimensional problems and yield encouraging results. 
VI. Conclusions and recommendations
A new level set method has been introduced which can handle non-linear, non-affine n-dimensional problems. Based on the theory of interval analysis, the new method provides a guaranteed inner and outer bound on the reachable set. The performance of the new method has been demonstrated using a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional problem. By applying the method forward and backward in time one can derive a guaranteed Save Envelope within which the system can be driven while still being able to steer the system back to the initial condition. The Safe Envelope is a crucial aspect for flight envelope protection systems, which increase aviation safety. The new method is unlike any other method. The differences are found in the guaranteed inner and outer bound that other methods cannot provide, and in the method of generating these bounds. The latter is especially important when the new method is compared to other interval analysis based methods. Focus of the comparison lies on the amount of dependency and subsequent sharpness of the derived bounds. The authors believe that the new method derives sharper bounds while having the same computational load.
The proposed method is based on interval analysis and box evaluations. Rectangular boxes have been used since it is easy to determine the required size of the evaluation boxes and subsequent new borders. The shape may however not be optimal (problem dependent) and other convex hulls can also be applied such as a hexagon or triangles. In general it holds that the shape determines the amount of over-approximation and the amount of computational load. More vertices generally allows for smaller evaluation boxes and thus less dependency and it allows for a tighter fit around the border of the reachable set. On the other hand more vertices means more evaluation boxes and generally a higher computational load. The effects of over-approximation might be severe if the incorrect shape is chosen but this is sometimes inevitable due to implementation issues. The optimization of shape selection is subject to further research. Even with the 'non-optimal' rectangular shapes the proposed method already shows encouraging results, which can only become better with more advanced shapes.
Future research will focus on applying the new theory to safe flight envelope determination, starting with the example by Merz 29 of two adversarial vehicles in three dimensions, where the pursuer wishes to get within a certain distance of the evader and the reachable set is the set within which the pursuer can capture the evader.
